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ENGINEERING
More than 30 years of experience, a data base of 120,000 drawings, over 10,000 new drawings per year. Those are the numbers of our highly trained engineering staff able to provide full assistance to hundreds of customers in more than 65 countries. Whatever is your welded tube application, we can help you to manufacture a competitive, high quality tube.

EQUIPMENT
CNC turning, milling and grinding equipment, integrated in a CAD-CAM computer network, are the tools to guarantee the highest quality for customer tailored products. Human factor of our operators’ long experience and the particular care reserved to each single roll is the extra value of ATOMAT’s products.

QUALITY
Quality is the lead word of our job. It is built up step by step during the roll manufacturing: from the steel choice and the Tungsten Carbide sintering, up to the final product inspection. Advanced instruments, trained personnel and severe procedures assure the worldwide renowned, high and consistent quality of ATOMAT’s products.

PRODUCTS
ATOMAT produces the whole set of rolls for welded tube, either in steel or with Tungsten Carbide wear resistant inserts. Tungsten Carbide components are fully manufactured in ATOMAT’s group to guarantee high and consistent quality. The most suitable Tungsten Carbide grade can be customized for each application.
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